
 

 
 
 

 

 
RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 167 

16th JUNE 2023 
GREETINGS: 
 

Another “cyclone of news”... Snowfalls on high ground… icy cold across the Highveld... Ace gets 
the boot from ANC… his terrible, horrible, no good, very bad few years... records fall in Comrades… 
Joburg faces bankruptcy… Ramaphosa to visit Russia to dissuade Putin from visiting SA… BRICS 
will go ahead in SA – but will the Chinese slip in?… Russia may bankrupt SA... Don't trust the 
water… more cholera deaths… Cholera-hit Hammanskraal families slam Ramaphosa’s tour as 
‘political gimmick’… when the snow melts, you can see the sh*t… Cradock municipality to splurge 
R1.4m on luxury cars for mayor and speaker despite facing financial collapse… Advocate Hassan 
Kajee axed for charging State R34.4m for defending Minister of Police against damages claim… 
Meyiwa trial postponed again... Illegal scrap business discovered under a bridge at a Durban railway 
station – on-the-job training??… Zondo commission yielded 97 cases that implicated ANC members 
– Rev Frank Chikane… Mkhwebane reaches end of the road, refuses State Attorney’s offer, reveals 
alleged bribery files… Hartbeespoort will not be drained… Takatso trembles in anticipation of SAA 
consummation... Durban Tourism’s curious R16m funding pot… how Comrades Marathon was 
offered a mere R375K, booze parties get millions… Dirty laundry and spy games at Val de Vie in 
Parys Peyton Place… Chaos as gunshots ring inside Harry Gwala Stadium… former public protector 
Thuli Madonsela swindled after she fell for a WhatsApp scam… “unsolicited bid” for Telkom 
rejected… Sharks collapse to Stormers… SA's Brad Binder becomes fastest MotoGP rider at 
366kph… 

SA labelled a “hub for mobilizing financing” for terrorists… US lawmakers want action against SA... 
Philippines’ volcano spews lava prompting evacuation of thousands… Dancing, singing SA 
firefighters a hot hit in Canada… “Nicola Sturgeon gets no urgin”… BoJo causes more nuisance, 
resigns as MP with immediate effect… History tells us Boris might be dead – but he’s not buried… 
Syrian mad dog stabs schoolchildren in France… another knife attack kills 3 in Nottingham... 
Germany to buy Israeli missile system… Russian tactical nuclear weapons to be deployed to Belarus 
next month: Putin… Russia to sell off Zelensky’s holiday home to fund Ukraine war… Russia's 
'unbelievable fortifications' in Ukraine revealed… 'Evidence, reasoning, and rhetoric' suggest Russia 
deliberately damaged Kakhovka dam, says ISW… Putin’s security spending is climbing amid 
growing problems… Putin hasn’t left Russia since ICC warrant... NATO to stage massive show of 
force… Prince Harry's MGN court case makes history: 'I might be ousted from the royal family?'… 
celebrity and press reactions… Djokovic wins historic 23rd grand slam… Romanian Ambassador 
calls African diplomats monkeys – recalled!... “Dead” woman bangs on coffin during her own wake 
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in Ecuador… Modernisation creeps in as London Gentlemen’s Clubs admit women … half the 
England ladies' angling team quits after the selection of a transgender woman… 
 
SPIRIT OF COMRADES: 
 

 
The story: Not only did the records tumble, but there was drama until the very end of the 2023 
Comrades Marathon when two runners stole the hearts of the Kingsmead crowd. 
What happened: Siphiwe Dludla and Jaypee Snyman were the last two finishers. With the help of 
an official propping her up, Dludla smiled through the pain and thanked her newly-acquired friend 
for life. She had been battling pain since 9 kilometres into the race. 
In quotes: "She was trying to push, and I had to calm her down. That's the spirit of what this race 
is about. It's about human kindness and camaraderie." He brought her the whole way home… Halala 
Madoda! 
 
NO. 47 SQUADRON MARK THE END OF AN ERA WITH A ROYAL PARADE: 
 

            
This week, Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, attended the stand down parade of Number 47 Squadron (Sqn) 
and the retirement of the C-130 Hercules. 
 

The Princess Royal, who is Honorary Air Commodore to RAF Brize Norton, reviewed members of 
the Squadron on parade in front of invited guests, to mark their proud history. The parade marched 
to the music of the Central Band of the RAF with a background of two static C-130 Hercules. The 
event, attended by past and present members of the Squadron, witnessed the Hercules carry out a 
fly-past. The Hercules C130J will retire from RAF service on 30 June, and concurrently 47 Sqn will 
be stood down and its Standard laid up for a period at College Hall Officers’ Mess, RAFC Cranwell, 
until formed up again. No. 47 Sqn, Royal Flying Corps was formed in Beverley, Yorkshire on 1 March 
1916. The Squadron was initially designated for home defence, but was not issued with any aircraft 
until 13 April, when four Royal Aircraft Factory BE2Cs were transferred from 15 Reserve Squadron. 
During its 107-year history the Squadron has operated across the globe and has been equipped 
with a number of different aircraft; in 1968 it became a C-130 Hercules Squadron based at RAF 
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Fairford moving shortly after to RAF Lyneham. In 2011 No. 47 Sqn moved from RAF Lyneham 
to RAF Brize Norton, where it has continued to provide highly trained crews and support staff to 
support the MOD and by extension the United Kingdom’s requirements in the global theatre. The 
Squadron has received several battle honours with the right to emblazon and a wealth of individual 
operational awards over the years. The C-130 fleet has been an integral part of air power for the 
RAF for nearly six decades, contributing to nearly every British conflict since it was brought into 
service in the 1960’s, providing airlift/airdrop capabilities and having the flexibility to operate in 
austere areas around the world. 
 

    
 The first Hercules 1966...                                         And the last 2023... 
 

The aircraft has played an essential role as part of the air mobility fleet, supporting UK military and 
humanitarian relief operations as demonstrated during Operation PITTING, the evacuation of 
entitled personnel from Afghanistan. More recently in Sudan, having left nearly 82 years ago, 47 
Squadron returned to Khartoum with three Hercules in April and May 2023, where apart from RAF 
Lyneham, 47 Squadron has called home the longest. Unable to access Khartoum airport 
(established by 47 Squadron in 1927) Hercules evacuated over 2000 Embassy staff and British 
passport holders from a degraded concrete strip North of the city. The expertise acquired operating 
the Hercules and its broad range of capabilities is transitioning across to the 22-strong Atlas (A400) 
fleet and other flying platforms in RAF service, thereby ensuring the Hercules’ legacy forged over 
the past 56 years will continue in future. Wing Commander James Sjoberg, Officer Commanding 
No. 47 Squadron said: “It is a great honour to command 47 Squadron at this historic moment. I am 
extremely proud of the people on my Squadron and across the wider Hercules family – they have 
delivered time and again on operations. I wish to pay tribute to them, and their families, for their 
exceptional contribution to UK Defence. Whilst the retirement of the Hercules and the laying-up of 
the 47 Squadron standard is a sad moment for many of us, I have full confidence that the people of 
the RAF Air Mobility Force will continue to deliver excellence around the globe.” 
 

         
A flypast to mark the forthcoming retirement of the Hercules from RAF service took place across all four nations of the 
United Kingdom on Wednesday 14 June. 
 

Details of the route cover locations of significance to the Hercules’ service and 47 Squadron. The 
first Hercules arrived at Marshall’s of Cambridge in December 1966. Since entering RAF service, 
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originally with 242 Operational Conversion Unit at RAF Thorney Island, it has operated across the 
globe in support of UK military and humanitarian relief operations. The transition to the 22-strong 
Atlas (A400) fleet and other air mobility aircraft has been ongoing for some time. 47 Squadron and 
the Hercules will continue to deliver on operations supporting UK defence objectives until 30 Jun 
23. The expertise acquired operating the Hercules and its broad range of capabilities will be 
transitioned across to the other flying platforms in RAF service. This includes Ground support staff 
(Engineers, Air Operations and Intelligence) who will be relocated to similar roles around the RAF. 
 
PILOT OFFICER ANDREW MYNARSKI  VC RCAF: 
 

          
                      Statue at RAF Middleton St George UK 

 

Son of Anna Mynarski, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Brother to Stephanie. The son of Polish 
immigrants. He was educated at King Edward and Isaac Newton Elementary Schools and at St. 
John's Technical School. To help support his family after his father's death, he worked for four years 
as a leather worker in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Andy Mynarski was a quiet man with a good sense of 
humour. He enjoyed woodworking and loved to design and build furniture. He joined the Royal 
Canadian Air Force just before his 25th birthday. He trained as an Air Gunner and was posted to 
Number 9 Squadron in October, 1943. In March, 1944, after training with No 1664 HCU he was 
posted to 419 (Moose) Squadron to fly Lancasters from RAF Middleton St George.                                                                                                            
The crew took off for their 13th mission together on the night of June 12, their target, the rail 
marshalling yards at Cambrai, France. It would be the crew's 13th sortie. While waiting to go, the 
crew couldn't help but think of these omens. Andrew found a four leaf clover in the grass by the 
planes. He insisted that his closest buddy in the crew, tail gunner Pat Brophy, should take it. After 
their plane was hit, and the crew bailed out, Andrew noted that his buddy Pat Brophy was caught in 
the rear turret. He attempted to rescue him, now knowing that his parachute and clothing had caught 
fire. Realizing that he could not save his friend, he stood at attention, saluted Brophy and jumped. 
Brophy was blown safely away from the plane when some of the explosives on board blew on hitting 
the ground. Mynarski, regrettably, reached the ground, but was burned so badly, he died within 
hours. Pilot Officer Mynarski was the first member of the R.C.A.F. to be decorated with the Victoria 
Cross in the Second World War, and the last member of Bomber Command to be so decorated. His 
Victoria Cross is on display at the Air Command Headquarters in Winnipeg. He was honoured with 
the erection of a 10 foot bronze statue of his likeness at Middleton St. George, England; home to 
the 419 Squadron's 6th Bomber Group. On the 4th of June 2005 at a ceremony attended by the 
families of Mynarski's crew, the statue was unveiled. The Winnipeg Statue Project erected a twin 
statue in the North end corner of Winnipeg. The students and staff at Andrew Mynarski School also 
raised funds to purchase a plaque to commemorate Pilot Officer Mynarski at their school. The 
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following details are given in the London Gazette of October 11th, 1946. “Pilot Officer Mynarski 
was the mid-upper gunner of the crew of a Lancaster attacking Cambrai, France on June 12th, 1944. 
The aircraft was hit by an enemy fighter; both port engines failed, extensive fire broke out, and the 
captain ordered the crew to abandon the plane. As P/O Mynarski moved towards the escape hatch 
he saw that the rear gunner could not leave his turret, which was rendered immovable when the 
hydraulic gear was put out of action by the failure of the port engine. The Pilot Officer unhesitatingly 
moved back through the flames and tried to release the gunner, although his own clothing and 
parachute were on fire. All his efforts to move the turret and free his comrade were in vain, and 
eventually the gunner told him to try to save his own life. Reluctantly P/O Mynarski moved to the 
escape hatch and there, as a last gesture, turned towards the trapped gunner, stood to attention in 
his flaming clothing, and saluted before jumping. French people watched his descent and he was 
eventually found, but was so badly burned that he died. The rear gunner escaped miraculously when 
the plane crashed and testified that, but for his gallant rescue attempt, P/O Mynarski could have left 
the aircraft in safety and would doubtless have escaped death. Although he must have been aware 
that he faced almost certain death, P/O Mynarski courageously and willingly accepted the danger. 
He lost his life by a most conspicuous act of heroism which called for valour of the highest order”. 
Lancaster KB726: The crashed Lancaster, number KB726, was painted with call letters VR-A (A 
for Able). A restored Lancaster flown by the Warplane Heritage Museum in Hamilton, Ontario, has 
been painted in colours commemorating the original VR-A and is known as the Mynarski Memorial 
Lancaster. In 2014, the aircraft flew to England and shared the skies with the only other flying 
Lancaster in the world. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION 2023: 
 

"Take earth for your own large room 
and the floor of the earth 
carpeted with sunlight 
and hung round with silver wind 
for your dancing place" 
~ May Swenson 
 

       
 

A good number of RAFOC members (all talking, all singing, all dancing, with or without aeroplanes) 
attended the 2023 EAA Annual Convention at Middelburg this weekend, amongst them, Hanke 
Fourie pictured left above on a balloon flight, Paul Lastrucci, right, (EAA National Chairman), John 
Illsley, Rob Jonkers, Mark Clulow, Jeff Earle, Neil Fenton, Karl Jensen, Brian Appleton, Eugene 
Couzyn (whose Birthday it was) and Sean Cronin. (Apologies for any omissions, Ed) Willie 
Bodenstein writes: In 2022 the EAA held its convention as part of the Aeroclub's Airweek at 
Middelburg. This year it was originally planned for it to be hosted by Vryheid in KZN but this 
unfortunately fell by the wayside. By then Middelburg had already hosted the Aeroclub’s 2023 
Airweek, SAAMA's National Championships as well as the iconic Presidents Trophy air race held 
only two weeks ago. In this quandary Middelburg was approached and they came to the rescue. I 
had a friend who used to say, "I would go to war with him or her," when talking about someone he 
could trust and really rely on." I would definitely go to war with the wonderful people of Middelburg! 
They and all the loyal hardworking and dedicated EAA members pulled out all the stops to make 
the 2023 a really memorable convention. An estimated 65 to 70 aircraft visited while 120 registered 
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for the awards dinner. The numbers may have been down and one can probably ascribe that the 
state of the economy. However, the following to posting on WhatsApp I think sums it up nicely. 
“So that was my first proper EAA event and I just want to say a massive thank you to everybody 
involved in organising it and making it run so smoothly. I expected chaos and was confronted with 
an operation run with the precision of a carrier flight deck. There were so many little things that I 
would never have thought of that the ladies in particular just nailed and which made the weekend 
what it was. I also want to say a really big thanks to all the "senior" members who made the effort 
to reach out and socialise with me as a new, younger member. It seems my ornithoscelidaphobia 
was entirely unfounded. - Dan Ralefeta” “For those of you who chose not make the effort or could 
not make the 2023 Convention at Middelburg, all I can say is you missed a wonderful Convention. 
The effort of the Convention Organising committee deserves every accolade for the success of a 
memorable event. It could never have taken place so successfully without the amazing input of 
Marie Reddy - what a star and a caring person who cannot be ruffled or faulted - not that we would 
wish to do so!. Marie's attention to detail and dedication to make the event so memorable would be 
difficult to surpass. Big thanks Marie and all who helped and participated! - Karl Jensen” 
Full report with great pics by Willie Bodenstein on Pilots’ Post http://www.pilotspost.co.za/arn0003101  
 
2000 RUSSIAN TANK LOSSES: 
 

 
 

The number of Russian tanks confirmed to have been destroyed during the war in Ukraine has 
reached an astonishing number and things are only likely to get worse as Moscow runs low on crews 
to man their replacements. Here's what you need to know about the Kremlin's staggering losses. 
On May 30th, the Dutch open-source intelligence group Oryx noted that Russia had suffered over 
2000 tanks destroyed since invading Ukraine. Oryx has been tracking losses on both sides of the 
conflict and only reports what can be visually confirmed via photo or video evidence according to 
the group's website. Importantly, Oryx only reports on destroyed vehicles and equipment that can 
be visually confirmed via photo or video evidence according to Jakub Janovsky, a military analyst 
from the group that spoke with Business Insider about Russian losses in Ukraine. "This list only 
includes destroyed vehicles and equipment of which photo or videographic evidence is available," 
Oryx's website reads. "Therefore, the amount of equipment destroyed is significantly higher than 
recorded here," the website's disclaimer added. Janovsky is one of the military analysts behind the 
project and spoke with Business Insider about what they've gleaned regarding Russian losses. "The 
ratio of equipment losses is still very favorable to Ukraine, but less so than it was in autumn last 
year," Janovsky explained. The number of Russian tank losses now stands at 2011 destroyed, 110 
damaged, 111 abandoned, and 544 captured as of June 2nd—a situation that has had dire 
consequences for Russia’s battlefield effectiveness. (Daily Digest) 
 
EISHKOM: 
 

Chief executive officer of Business Leadership South Africa (BLSA), Busi Mavuso, says that the 
country has all the skills, expertise and capacity it needs to fix Eskom – the problem is that decisions 
about the company are being made at Luthuli House, the headquarters of the governing African 
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National Congress (ANC). Speaking at a Sunday Times event this past week, Mavuso said that 
huge delays at key power stations in South Africa – Kusile and Medupi – have been driven by crime 
and corruption. As a former Eskom board member, she also reflected on how difficult it was to get 
anything done with high levels of political interference at the company. “We have engineers galore, 
we have skills galore, and we have professionals galore. The problem is that you are put in that 
environment as an engineer, as the board, as the CEO, with both your arms tied behind your back 
and you are expected to box in a boxing ring,” she was quoted saying. “How are you going to do 
that? Decisions are being made at Luthuli House, that is where the problem is. Eskom knows what 
needs to be done, there are plans galore.” de Ruyter made the claim several times – in the explosive 
interview that thrust corruption at Eskom into the spotlight earlier this year, his presentations to the 
Standing Committee on Public Accounts (Scopa) and again in his book. Mavuso served as an 
Eskom board member during de Ruyter’s time as CEO, and was also privy to the controversial 
intelligence operation that he launched. She also confirmed previously that BLSA was one of the 
organisations that helped finance the operation. The business leader echoed claims made by former 
CEO Andre de Ruyter. According to de Ruyter, the operation gathered intelligence that pointed to 
high-ranking politicians and government officials being directly involved in corruption at Eskom. 
Mavuso, argued that while South Africa bickers over Eskom, the rest of the world is moving on and 
leaving the country behind. She said that investment interest is growing in Eastern Africa as the 
business and investment environment in South Africa deteriorates. “Capital is like water; it always 
follows the path of least resistance. We are going to make it difficult for capital to land here. Capital 
has many addresses and unfortunately the South African address does not look very attractive,” she 
said. According to Investec chief economist Annabel Bishop, foreign investors have dumped over 
R20.3 billion worth of their South Africa bond holdings this year so far – more than the R19.6 billion 
sold for the whole of 2022. Bishop said this stands in stark contrast to the approximately R0.1 billion 
worth of local bonds sold in 2021 after purchasing R76.7 billion in 2019. (Businesstech) 
 
COASTAL STRIKE: 
 

 
 

A RAFOC member recently made a copy of this book available to your scribe. Originally published 
in 2005, by Colonel John Clements DFC (Ret), and edited by SAAFA’s Historical Officer, Graeme 
Gibson, known to many at RAFOC before he emigrated to Tasmania with his family. This is the story 
of John Clements, affectionately known as “Clem” to all those who served with him in the SA Air 
Force and the RAF. It deals with the period of his service from April Fool’s Day 1940 till the end of 
the war in Europe in May 1945. The tale leads from Clem’s pupil pilot training in the Rhodesian Air 
Training Group, to his secondment to the RAF in Scotland and subsequent posting to 227 Squadron 
(RAF) flying Bristol Beaufighters from the besieged island of Malta.  It was on a fateful night in 1942 
that Clem and his observer were shot down over Sicily. They became POW’s of the Italians and it 
was only in 1943 that he managed to escape in the confusion of the Italian surrender.                                                               
He successfully returned to the Allied lines. He completed his tour with 16 Squadron SAAF, again 
flying Beaufighters, but the more potent Mark X equipped with rocket projectiles. As a Flight 
Commander in this fine Squadron he participated in leading many offensive sweeps off the Greek 
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Coast and the Aegean Sea before being returned to The Union. By 1945 he had been posted back 
to 16 Squadron, now operating in Italy as part of the Balkan Air Force that was tasked with support 
to Tito’s Partisans. This Squadron was led by the remarkable Eric Lewis DSO DFC and Clem arrived 
to replace him as the war ended. Post war he continued to serve in the SAAF till his retirement with 
the rank of Colonel in 1986.  Clem’s easy style of writing gives the reader a wonderful insight into 
those times without detracting from the grim nature of the conflict that the Democracies were 
engaged in. Indeed through his story, it is easy to see why, when questioned, all those who served 
with him, without exception, recall with great affection this wonderful man. The book is still available 
in limited quantity on a number of websites. 
 
SUPER(SONIC) LAND CRUISER: 
 

 
 

A Toyota Land Cruiser owner sarcastically bragged about possessing the fastest of its SUV kind in 
the world after receiving a puzzling speeding fine. According to a Facebook post, Mr I Smith was 
caught by a speed camera traveling at 536km/h. The location of the infringement is listed as 
Windhoek, Namibia and to compound Mr Smith’s issue, the speed limit in the area he was deemed 
to have broken the law is a mere 60km/h. According to Toyota, the top speed of a Land Cruiser is 
around 190km/h. Although the image was recently posted on social media, on closer inspection the 
document shows that the alleged incident took place in 2014. (South African) 
 
CHEERS FOR NOW: 
 

Our July lunch in the Members’ Lounge at Wanderers was well attended by 46 members, ladies and 
guests, Jon Adams had put together a compilation on the 79th Anniversary of D Day which well 
illustrated the massive planning and logistical efforts that led to the successful invasion of Fortress 
Europa by sea, air and land in 1944. There have been 2 weeks of Commemorations in the UK and 
Normandy, France, as well as elsewhere in the world. 
Ministers Modise and Pandor continue to spew misinformation about the Russian connection...                                                   
Our next lunch is a Ladies Lunch at 12h30 for 13h00 Friday 7 July at Wanderers Club, Illovo… Price 
remains R250 per person, which includes wines at table. Hamilton Wende has confirmed that his 
diary has RAFOC indelibly noted on that date. If it changes, we will let you know. Please make your 
booking asap with bookings@rafoc.org - make your payment to the RAFOC Nedbank account and 
send proof of payment to confirm your booking. Meantime, enjoy the read as the winter chills set 
in… 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

When Cyril took over after Zuma’s misbehaviour, 
He entered the stage hoping to be our Saviour,  
Now that all has gone awry, 
And most are wondering why, 
‘Tis because  he is not Ramaphoria but really Ramafailure  
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(The former Sherriff of Nottingham Road) 
CHILDREN ARE QUICK (SENT IN BY RAF TASKER) 
 
TEACHER: Why are you late? 
STUDENT: Class started before I got here. 
____________________________________ 
TEACHER:  John, why are you doing your math multiplication on the floor? 
JOHN: You told me to do it without using tables. 
__________________________________________ 
TEACHER:  Glenn, how do you spell 'crocodile?' 
GLENN:  K-R-O-K-O-D-I-A-L.' 
TEACHER:  No, that's wrong 
GLENN:  Maybe it is wrong, but you asked me how I spell it. 
______________________________________ 
TEACHER:  Donald, what is the chemical formula for water? 
DONALD:  H I J K L M N O. 
TEACHER:  What are you talking about? 
DONALD:  Yesterday you said it's H to O. 
__________________________________ 
TEACHER:  Winnie, name one important thing we have today that we didn't have ten years ago. 
WINNIE:  Me! 
__________________________________________ 
TEACHER:  Glen, why do you always get so dirty? 
GLEN:  Well, I'm a lot closer to the ground than you are. 
_______________________________________ 
TEACHER:  George Washington not only chopped down his father's cherry tree, but also admitted 

it. Now, Louie, do you know why his father didn't punish him? 
LOUIS:  Because George still had the axe in his hand. 
_________________ 
TEACHER:  Now, Simon, tell me frankly, do you say prayers before eating? 
SIMON:  No sir, I don't have to, my Mum is a good cook. 
______________________________ 
TEACHER:  Clyde, your composition on 'My Dog' is exactly the same as your brother's. Did you 

copy his? 
CLYDE:  No, sir. It's the same dog. 
___________________________________ 
TEACHER:  Harold, what do you call a person who keeps on talking when people are no longer 

interested? 
HAROLD:  A teacher. 
 
“Some bad news, I just wanted to let everyone know that I have been admitted to hospital. I had not 
been feeling my best over the last few days only to find out I have poisoned myself. What I thought 
was an onion turned out to be a daffodil bulb. They are keeping me in a nursery bed with lots of 
sunlight, proper hydration, and necessary nutrients. They said I should be out sometime in the 
spring”.  
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************** 
 
2023 SHUTTLEWORTH “AROUND THE WORLD” AIR SHOW: 
 

        
 
I have been to Shuttleworth collection airshows many times before, and although I had a vague idea 
who started the collection, I never took the time to learn more about the complex and the man who 
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started it all. Well, on 4 June 2023 it was the Shuttleworth Around the World Air Show and I 
arrived early to explore. Apart from the collection of vintage aircraft, cars, motorbikes, steam engines 
and tractors, there is also a college on the estate (focusing mainly on agriculture), a nine-acre Swiss 
garden, a woodland sculpture trail, Old Warden airfield and of course the magnificent house. The 
sole heir to this amazing place was Richard Ormonde Shuttleworth, born on 16 July 1909, a racing 
motorist, aviator and prolific collector of veteran cars and aircraft. His collection forms the nucleus 
of the Shuttleworth Collection. He was killed in an air crash on a night RAF training exercise in 1940.                                                                                                            
In the past I have written about the Edwardians at Shuttleworth and that some of them are over a 
hundred years old, but today I realised that in 4 years, 2027, I will not have enough fingers on my 
hands to count all the hundred-year-old aircraft at the Shuttleworth Collection and best of all, you 
still see then fly as if they were built last year. The collection hangars are full of astonishing aircraft, 
in most case, the only flying example in the world. Vintage cars at the collection transport pilots to 
and from the performing aircraft parked right in front of the spectators. On to the show now and an 
airshow that do not open with a Spitfire is not a Shuttleworth Collection airshow. In today's case, a 
Spitfire in formation with a Hurricane and a Gloster Gladiator.  
 

 
 

Aerobatic trainers from around the world featured in the show and my favorite was without doubt the 
Bücker Jungmann. The slow-rolls were simply off the chart. 
 

 
 

Another stunning performer was a visiting Hispano Buchon. This is basically a Messerschmitt 
ME109 fitted with a Rolls Royce Merlin, rather than the DB605 of an ME109. This performance was 
with speed and action, highly entertaining. 
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There were also many other performers but a surprising amount of biplanes, all extremely rare 
and many are last survivors. 
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One aircraft I have most probably seen during every visit is the EoN Primary. To see a man sitting 
in a deckchair screwed to a plank and flying it around the circuit is - just spectacular. 
 

 
 

Extracts of Photo-Essay by Juri Keyter in Pilots Post. See it at http://www.pilotspost.co.za/arn0003094  


